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THE POSITIVE VIEW OF SELF

by Donald Thomas

Our institutions must be become satisfying places to work
and to learn. Especially in our schools, young people must come
in contact with persons who have a positive view of themselves.
Those who can help others to grow in positive ways are educational
administrators.

If administrators are to do this job well, however, they
must master the principles of positive growth for their own lives.
Developing a positive view of self is net an easy task. It
rquires a great deal of personal effort and concentrated work.
It is a task which is never complete. It is, as Abraham Maslow
said, "a constant struggle to climb to the mountain top and touch
fingers with God."

Positive people seem to be those who view change and adjust-
mEnt as opportunities for renewal and for revitalizing their
sense of well-being. Adequacy has been achieved through a series
of successful experiences and positive relationships with others.
They have developed an attitude toward problems as challenges to
a strong self rather than a threat to a restricted self that
c-innot be trustod.

in contrast to the desire for constant renewal and acceptance
f challenge, the inadequate person tends to hold a low estimate

of his own ability to cope with problems and change. It usually
comes out in self- describing ways: "I'm already too busy." "I
don't have time." "If I had more help I could do it." "I work
harder than anyone else." "I just can't do everything." Notice
tnat each of these statements is a negative view of ones capacity
to cope nth whatever problem is at hand. "I am afraid of not
teing aole to succeed" is restrictive and self-defeating.

*Dr. Thomas is superintendent o: the Salt Lake City, utah, screel
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Positive people not focus on their inadequacies. Such
attention furthers the development of negative perceptions
and feelings about self. Positive people concentrate on what
t'ley can do and center their attention on the task tnstead of
the reasons why everything will fail.

Inadequate people seem to lose touch with their strengths and
concentrate on their weaknesses. They seek to maintain a rigid,
3afe, self-image. These people, unfortunately, also lose touch
with others and seem to work alone. They have doubts about
themselves, about their value to the total organization. "I'm
here to teach my students." "I was employed to help kids."
"How can they expect so much from me?" These statements tend
to isolate the individual from renewal and growth opportunities.

Persons who have a positive view of self focus on the
mountain top and constantly recall the sights seen from above.
They remember the satisfaction of achieving, of seeing the
panoramic view, and of having peak experiences. These people
see themselves as being liked, wanted, and valued. They like
and value themselves. They have a tendency of seeing themselves
as being "able to do."

Adequate persons can assess their strengths and weaknesses
realistically and quickly. They contribute their strengths
and then act to improve their weaknesses. Such people under-
stand their feelings. They accept stress, anxiety, uncertainty,
and doubt. They control such feelings instead of having the
feelings control them. There is one common characteristic- -
they keep growing and reacning out for new and satisfying
experiences. Such people are open, strong, positive, and happy.

Describing the positive person is much easier than helping
others develop positive growth characteristics. Our challenge
is not only to be positive ourselves, but to help others
develop skills which lead to a positive life. What must an
individual do to develop a positive view of self? Can such
a view be learned?

A positive view of self is learnea through interaction with
other people. It is important, therefore, that administrators
develop positive personalities and become agents in organizations
to help others develop open, trusting, positive personalities.

Let me share with you what administrators must do, if they
are to have strength and influence in assisting others to become
positive and to continue to grow. Here are the personal
characteristics that help one to grow and to accept change as
a satisfying challenge:
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1. The ability to understand that the human person has
more cowers and capabilities than he

vie

uses.

(/
Each of us is stronger, wiser, more able than e

are at the present time. Our sense , our minds,
our intellect, our wisdom can be developed more and
more regardless of age. There is always more in
reserve than ever appears in our conscious life. The
human person has vast untapped resources. Our view
should be that our talents and our strengths are there
to be discovered and used.

Call it the power of positive thinking. Call it yoga.
Call it meditation. Call it spirituality. Call it
whatever you wish. Each of us has more to Five than
we have ever given. Each of us has more strength,
more skill, more wisdom, more power than anyone has
ever asked of us. The sorrow of it all is that there
are so few opportunities to tap the vast resources
within us. Our regret is not that we are asked to give
more, but tAPt so few ever ask.

2. The ability to sc. he big picture. One can choose to
live in a cave or to build a house with a view. We
must develop a sons Df wholeness with our total life
(the sum total of ou successes and failures) not just
where are we today. We must have a perspective of all
that we have done, not just what happened at 9:00 a.m.
on Fr day morning. All of us have accomplished much,
have worked hard, have made a contribution, have
tasted success--even when t: day is a total failure.
We must judge ourselves with a sense of history and
not by the present moment alone. Being in the cave
one day does not mean that we are denied the sunshine,
the stars, the achievements of previous days. We must
have a wholeness of existence and not a fragmented
view of daily tasks. The big picture tellF us that we
are worthy, that we are able, and that life is meaningful.

3. Tne ability to control time and to u e it constructively.
Each of us has twenty-f7)u, hours in ny given day. There
is absolute equity in the nu, minutes each of us has
in an hour. We cannot allow time to become the scapegoat
for not doing what we want to do. The simple truth
is that most of us spend a great deal of time in useless
and unproductive ways. Many of us spend huge amoun's
of time complaining about not having enough time. Time
cmtrois us instead of being controlled by us. The skill
of managing time can be learned, and it can provide us
with all the time we need. It is amazing to discover
that the less we complain about time the more of it we
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seem to have. Personal growth gains in intensity
and satisfaction when time is seen as our servant instead
of as our master.

4. The ability to set goals and to achieve them. Every
human activity is directed toward some goal. A goal
is a destination. To arrive at that destination quickly,
easily, and comfortably, it is necessary to know:

a. Exactly where we're going
b. The best way to get there, and
c. How we will know when we are there.

Most people have a sense of failure because they never
arrive at destinations or don't know when they have arrived.
Others fail to taste satisfaction because they don't know
how to set goals or cannot identify ways of reaching them.
There is no substitute for planning. The ability to
establish goals, to determine ways of achieving them,
and to know when they are achieved is basic to a positive
life. It brings constant reinforcement and satisfaction.
It intensifies ones desire to set additional goals and
to reach them. Again, call it MBO, call it positive
reinforcement, call it planned success, whatever you
wish, achievement closure is something each of us controls
and something that each of us can manage. Our alternative
is a hopeless struggle with ambivalence, of never knowing
where it is we arc going and of not knowing when we are
there.

5. The ability to negotiate with the circumstances of living
and working. We cannot control all things, but we can
negotiate most things. We can, as Satchel Paige once
said, "jangle a little." Few things are as frustrating,
as time consuming, as expensive, as depressing as trying
to win an argument, as trying to get my way. The person
intent on fighting for his point of new talks himself
into an early grave. "My point of view" victories
usually lead 7,-o heart attacks. Most negotiations
usually lead to mutual need satisfaction and create
conditions for positive growth. One must learn, however,
to distinguish between principles and preferences.
Negotiate preferences, but hold solid to principles.
Be certain, however, that principles do not outnumber
the preferences. If they do, frustration, anxiety, and
stress are the inevitable re,lults. The ability to negotiate
requires trust, openness to alternatives, and a desire
to solve the problems without winning at the expense of
the other person. It requires that one is open to creati're
solutions and to change. One cannot negotiate with life if
ne is not willing to "jangle a little."
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6. Ability to accept stress, pressure, an momentary
insecurity. °,tress, pressure and insecu.'ity are a
natural part of livinj. They are to be a..,pted and
understood. Stress is a bodily reaction to fear or
amivalence. It produces certain bodily reactions.
Tne;e reactions can be -ontrolled once they are under-
stood. Anxiety is a mcke generalized bodily reaction.
it is more dangerous tha stress. It, too, can be
understood and controlled. Insecurity is related to
our view of self. A positive view can control most
feelings of insecurity. Stress, anxiety, and insecurity
can be controlled by good helth, a regular savings
program for economic security, and a determined efrrrt
to continue to learn new skills. We must be deter,
to be healthy, to provide far family security, and to
not become obsclete - -tc read, to study, to try new
skills and to grow every c.ay.

7 The ability to commuhi-ate with yourself and with others.
Most of all this relui/es listen--to
listen to ourselves anA tc othor::. We are in a constant
dialogue with 6ur :$elf. The voice is always
telling us what to what not to do, what to say,
what to look for. The ability to understand our values,
our motives, our biases, our r're-inclinations, our
colorations helps 113 to lister tc others more accurately
and more honestly. Words of others must be free of our
cwn values and our own c.x.rir,nces. They have their
own colorations. Active listening requires tk we try
to heap through the experience and the values of those
who are requesting our hell-. It i' a difficulc and
demanding task. It reluir: a spirit of neutrality and
an objectivity beyond normal types of relationships. It

is an intense effort tc identify with others, "to walk"
as the Indian said "a mile In hi.: moccasins." Communicating
accurately is a difficult art. It requires the alertness
and speed of a swc,rdsman and the sensitivity of an artist.
It requires a keen mind and a loving heart, perception
and compassion, the ability tc paint and to praise, as well
a: the ability to detect and direct.

8. The ability to motivate _yourself into positive action.
Without this, the other: wIll be weak attemrts at positive
growth. We must motivate ourselves intc, itive action
in becoming renewing perscns. felf-r:otiv.ati-n is a
pt;,r.on': deliberate control over hims(lf. ft is

direction, self-determinatin, self-ccntrol., self-mastery.
It is the poem "Invictu-." It is :,rringboard from
which all other abilities emanate. It is not a spurt of
u.2tivity. Rather, !t is a ,csitive dcing
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what needs to be done as one wants it to be done.
It is the process of uecoming what one can be. It
is basic to positive growth.

You and I have tremendous responsibilities. We have chosen
to be in the helping professions because we believe that people
can change, can achieve satisfaction, can continue to learn.
What we believe, however, is not enough. We must be able to
demonstrate the value of positive growth with our own lives.
We must be exemplars to those we serve. We must demonstrate
positive growth by growing in positive ways ourselves. Our
words must be congruent with our actions. As we visit with
others, we must be seen as a positive force for human growth
and development. We must be seen as persons in constant struggle
to reach the mountain top. In doing so we may influence others
to do the same.
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